Abstract-In the last two decades, multiobjective optimization has become mainstream because of its wide applicability in a variety of areas such engineering, management, the military and other fields. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) play a dominant role in solving problems with multiple conflicting objective functions. They aim at finding a set of representative Pareto optimal solutions in a single run. Classical MOEAs are broadly in three main groups: the Pareto dominance based MOEAs, the Indicator based MOEAs and the decomposition based MOEAs. Those based on decomposition and indicator functions have shown high search abilities as compared to the Pareto dominance based ones. That is possibly due to their firm theoretical background. This paper presents state-of-the-art MOEAs that employ decomposition and indicator functions as fitness evaluation techniques along with other efficient techniques including those which use preference based information, local search optimizers, multiple ensemble search operators together with self-adaptive strategies, metaheuristics, mating restriction approaches, statistical sampling techniques, integration of Fuzzy dominance concepts and many other advanced techniques for dealing with diverse optimization and search problems
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective optimization deals with problems involving two or more conflicting objectives. In general, optimization problems can be combinatorial or continuous. The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [165] and the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) are two well-known combinatorial problems. Combinatorial optimization has various applications [38] , [35] , [170] , [31] , [181] in air traffic routing, the design of telephone networks, electrical engineering, hydraulic networks, cable TV and computer systems and others. Continuous optimization is widely used in mechanical design problems [109] . This study is concerned with multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) including continuous variables. The general formulation of a MOP is:
where Ω is the decision space, x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n )
T is a decision vector and x i , i = 1, . . . , n are decision variables, F (x) : Ω → R m includes m real valued objective functions in the objective space R m . If Ω is a closed and connected region in R n and all objective functions involve continuous variables then problem (1) is called a continuous MOP.
In real world multi-objective optimization problems, objective functions are usually in conflict or mostly incommensurable. Consequently, there is not a unique solution that can minimize all the objective functions at the same time. The problem must be solved in terms of Pareto optimality. This concept was first devised by Francis Ysidro Edgeworth in 1881 and then later on generalized by Vilfredo Pareto in 1896. To describe this concept, we will introduce a few definitions.
A solution u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ) ∈ Ω is said to be Pareto optimal if there does not exist another solution v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ) ∈ Ω such that f j (u) ≤ f j (v) for all j = 1, . . . , m and f j (u) < f j (v) for at least index k. An objective vector is Pareto optimal if the corresponding decision vector is Pareto optimal. All the Pareto optimal solutions in the decision space form the Pareto Set (PS) and their image in the objective space forms a Pareto Front (PF), [136] , [37] , [41] .
In the last few years, several multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been developed [98] , [84] , [123] , [127] , [189] , [167] , [85] , [121] and they have proven their power in many demanding real-world optimization tasks [36] , [35] , [31] , [123] , [189] , [127] , [96] . Classical MOEAs can generally be divided into three main paradigms: the Pareto dominance based MOEAs [42] , [193] , [192] , [149] , [65] , the indicator based evolutionary algorithms (IBEAs) , [199] , [20] , [12] , [19] , [157] , [178] and the decomposition based MOEAs [183] , [101] , [185] , [129] , [132] , [125] , [86] , [130] . MOEAs operate on a population and approximate the set of optimal solutions in a single simulation run, maintaining diversity Memetic Algorithms (MAs) are a growing area of research motivated by the meme concept introduced by Richard Dawkins. MAs are hybrid algorithms that combine local search optimizers and genetic algorithms for solving NPhard problems. The first multi-objective MA was developed by Ishibuchi and Murata [67] . That was then improved by Jaszkiewicz, [1] , [77] . Basically, these algorithms reformulate the given MOP as simultaneous optimization of all weighted Tchebycheff functions or all weighted sum functions. The Adaptive Multi-objective optimization using Genetically Adaptive Multimethod search (AMALGAM) [177] blends multiple search operators to evolve populations. This paper provides a state-of-the-art survey of MOEAs that employ indicator and decomposition functions for guiding their search and evolve their populations. We have included, especially, those approaches which are recently developed and found in the existing specialized literature of the evolutionary computation (EC).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the latest and enhanced variants of MOEA/D. Section III is related to Indicator based EAs. Section IV will finally conclude this paper with some future research directions.
II. DECOMPOSITION BASED MULTI-OBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
Decomposition is a procedure that break down the given system or task into smaller pieces and then optimize them either sequentially or parallel [112] . This concept is already incorporated in many meta-heuristics, namely, tabu search technique [54] , simulated annealing (SA) [175] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [58] , differential evolution [103] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [156] , genetic algorithm (GA) [43] , evolutionary strategy (ES) [102] for solving various test suits of optimization and search problems. Metaheuristics are higher-level procedure or heuristics designed that efficiently provide good set of solutions for the given optimization problems [22] , [169] .
In [180] , a decomposition-based multi-objective differential evolution particle swarm optimization (DMDEPSO) is developed and intelligently resolved the problems of design of a tubular permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (TPMLSM).Two-Phase Local Search (TPLS) is proposed in [155] in order tackle TSP with bi-objective functions. This proposed algorithm in their first phase of optimization process generates good initial solution based on single objective function and then forward that solutions to their second phase, where local search technique is used to apply on them by using aggregation of objective functions till the time no optimum solutions are found. Improved TPLS are devised in [46] , [47] aiming at to improve its anytime performance by employing regular distribution of the weight vectors in order to equally distribute the effort of the objective space in all directions. In [142] , [141] , cellular multi-objective genetic algorithm (CMOGA) is suggested. It uses canonical cellular model of GAs (cGA) as a baseline model and habituating the weighted sum approach in order to convert the MOP at hand into scalar optimization problems. Moreover, CMOGA also implanted in multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) framework the cellular structures for residing each individual of its population in a cell of spatially structured space. It then locally utilizes genetic operations in the neighbourhood of each cell for creating an offspring population. Another novel and promising cellular genetic algorithm called MOCell developed in [144] for dealing with multi-objective continuous optimization problems. This algorithm maintain an external archive for storing non-dominated set of solutions and utilize them again at certain stages of population evolution. Another algorithm of same nature was proposed in [3] which does not adopt an external archive as like MOCell does [144] in their algorithmic framework.
Nowadays, memetic algorithms (MAs) is an another emerging and hot area of research inspired by Darwinian principles of natural evolution and Dawkins' notion of a meme [61] , [94] . This was first introduced by Pablo Moscato in 1989 [138] . They are also called Baldwinian evolutionary algorithms (EA), Lamarckian EAs [150] , cultural algorithms, genetic local search or hybrid algorithm [139] , [147] , [146] , [151] . This class of algorithms have shown great performance and achievements in solving real-world problems and various complicated test suites of MOPs [140] , [60] , [68] , [53] , [137] , [126] , [128] .
Ishibuchi and Murata were the first researchers whose proposed the multi-objective genetic local search (MOGLS) [70] , [67] for solving multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems. This proposed methodology has utilized the scalar fitness function with random weights generation strategy to guide their population until stoping criteria not satisfied. Jaszkiewicz has further improved MOGLS [78] by incorporating the modified parent selection mechanism in Ishibuchi's MOGLS. Jaszkiewicz examined the performance of their MOGLs using test suit of multiple-objective 0/1 knapsack problems (MOKPs). Later on, Ishibuchi further enhanced its MOGLS [63] , here the authors apply local search upon limited number solutions as per probability value, P LS with aim to minimize the computation burden of the existing Ishibuchi's MOGLS [70] , [67] .
Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition (MOEA/D) [183] is well-known developed paradigm in evolutionary computation field. This novel and robust stochastic technique bridges traditional mathematical programming and evolutionary computing (EC) and transforms the MOP at hand into N different scalar optimization sub-problems (SOPs). For this purposes, it employs an aggregation based techniques including weighted sum function, Tchebycheff approach and many others [136] and then optimizes all these SOPs simultaneously rather than solving a MOP directly. Aggregation based fitness assignment strategy of MOEA/D naturally handles convergence and diversity issues contrary to non-decomposition based approaches. The main feature of MOEA/D is its neighborhood relationships among their subproblems that defines based on the distances between their aggregation coefficient vectors.
The original MOEA/D was then further enhanced in [101] by replacing simulated binary crossover (SBX) [81] with differential evolution (DE) [162] . Moreover, in this improved version of MOEA/D called MOEA/D-DE [101] , two neighbourhoods are used and each child solution to replace minimum number of old solutions in its neighbourhood structure. Moreover, general guidelines for the formulation of multiobjective continuous test instances are also main part of this study [101] . Recently, in [32] , multiple neighbourhood replacement strategies, reference point determination and different decomposition methods are explicitly analyzed upon multi-objective flowshop scheduling test problems. Dynamical resources allocation scheme for the subproblems are introduces in [185] , where each subproblems get resources in dynamical manner based on suggested utility function.Gaussian process model is integrated in MOEA/D framework and as result MOEA/D-EGO is developed in [186] to handle an expensive MOP by converting into a number of single-objective optimization subproblems. Gaussian process models provides a probabilistic non-parametric modelling approach for black-box identification of non-linear dynamic systems. The Gaussian processes can highlight areas of the input space, where prediction quality is poor, due to the lack of data or its complexity, by indicating the higher variance around the predicted mean [90] .
In [72] , [71] , [73] , [74] , simultaneous use of aggregation functions along with neighborhood structures are incorporated in an original MOEA/D framework [183] , [101] for solving combinatorial optimization problems with many objective functions. In [154] , each subproblem have been associated more than one solution to maintain search diversity.
Mostly MOEA/D [183] frameworks use Tchebycheff and the weighted sum approaches with fixed weight vectors strategy. However, in [99] , the wights of aggregation functions are adjusted in adaptive as well as fixed manners. This algorithm make use of external archive and stores non-dominated solutions using modified ϵ-dominance strategy and to utilize that solutions in the generating process of weight vectors. The use of fixed weight vectors adjustment is sometimes creates hurdles that are expected in solving problems with complicated Pareto fronts (PFs), discontinuity or sharpness or low tail in their structure. This novel procedure for adaptive weight vectors generation adopted in MOEA/D-AWA: MOEA/D-adaptive weight adjustment have offered promising results coping with MOPs used in [161] .
Aggregation approaches like weighted sum approach [136] and the Tchebycheff approach [136] are widely employed in the framework of MOEA/D. However, they are sometimes unable to deal with problems having had disparately scaled objective functions. In [163] , Normal Boundary Intersection (NBI) style Tchebycheff approach is utilized in MOEA/D-DE [101] as resultant new algorithm called MOEA/D-NBI has been developed for solving portfolio management MOPs. The same NBI-style Tchebycheff approach is also implemented in [184] for also dealing with portfolio management problems.
In [97] , simulated annealing (SA) is integrated in MOEA/D and the combined impact analyzed upon both constrained multi-objective knapsack problems and unconstrained multiobjective traveling salesman problem. In this algorithm, simulated annealing (SA) has been used as local search with adaptive procedures.
A novel smart multi-objective particle swarm optimization based decomposition (SDMOPSO) is recently suggested in [2] for solving ZDT test problems [198] . Noting that different only decomposition strategies hare incorporated particle swarm optimization (PSO) [49] framework. Like MOEA/D, this algorithm transforms the given MOP into N numbers of SOPs. In [111] , PSO injected to MOEA/D to handle the multiobjective 0/1 knapsack problems and also continuous multiobjective optimization problems. In [125] , [132] , differential evolution [162] and particle swarm optimization [49] are incorporated simultaneously with self-adaptive procedures in MOEA/D [183] to handle five standard ZDT test problems [198] and CEC'09 test instances [187] .
In [33] , two enhanced mechanisms such as guided mutation and priority update schemes are introduced in the original framework MOEA/D [101] . This algorithm was denoted by MOEA/D-GM and efficiently tackled CEC'09 test instances [187] consist of both unconstrained and constrained MOPs. MOEA/D-GM creates its new population with guided mutation (GM) rather than differential evolution (DE) [162] and also introduces update mechanism based on priority queue of subproblems.
An interactive decomposition based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (IMOEA/D) is recently proposed in [55] that incorporates preference mechanism for selecting the preferred sub-problems rather than the preferred region in the objective space. At each interaction, iMOEA/D provides a set of current solutions to decision maker (DM) to pick out the most preferred one for guiding search towards the neighborhood of the selected ones. iMOEA/D are tested upon benchmark functions and various utility functions are used to simulate the DM's responses. Iterative threshold based MOEA/D framework developed in [100] for optimizing sparse signal recovery in compressive sensing.
The synthesis problem of the difference patterns of monopulse antenna arrays are modeled as MOP in [153] with composed of two objective functions including the maximum side-lobe level (MSLL) and beam width (BW) of principal lobe. MOEA/D-DE [101] is applied on these modeled problems and approximated their Pareto Fronts (PFs) with different number of elements and sub-arrays. Linear antenna array design is an electromagnetic optimization problems and can be formulated as a MOP with two objectives: the minimum average side lobe level (SLL) and null control in specific directions. MOEA/D-DE [101] is also applied on these problems as well and for it an optimized spacing between the elements of linear array while achieving the best possible trade-off between the above mentioned two design objective functions [152] . Furthermore, MOEA/D-DE [101] is applied on problems formulated in [57] and have found better optimally sized two mixed-mode circuits including positive second generation current conveyor and current feedback operational amplifier as compared to NSGA-II [42] .
A thread-based parallel implementation of MOEA/D framework is devised recently in [145] , [48] by executing on modern multi-core processors. Parallel Decomposition (PaDe) is recently developed in [117] . It has habituated a asynchronous generalized island model for solving various decomposed problems. In [164] , a parallel version of MOEA/D has been developed that assigns the computational resources for generating solutions in the minimum overlapped update ranges of solutions and tournament selection based on the scalarizing function value to strengthen the selection pressure of its parent population. A new fine grained message passing schemes for the distribution the MOEA/D computations are implemented in MOEA/D-MP framework [44] . In [119] , new selection and replacement strategies have been adopted in MOEA/D for solving bi-objective combinatorial optimization problems.
In [86] , [129] , [84] , [85] , different multiple search operators are being engaged in MOEA/D framework [185] and handled the test instances designed for the special session of MOEAs competition in IEEE Congress of Evolutionary Computation (CEC'09) [187] . Two different structured and well-established MOEAs in evolutionary computing (EC) field, namely, MOEA/D [183] and NSGA-II [42] are combined at population and generation levels in [124] , [122] for two different benchmark functions expressed in continuous variables. The same two well-known algorithms are also engaged altogether for dealing with a hard multiobjective optimization problem in [134] . The concepts of fuzzy dominance are recently introduced in the MOEA/D framework [143] for enhancement of MOEA/D paradigm. The impact of the ensemble use of the different neighbourhood sizes are recently investigated in [188] based on self-adaptive procedures. Very recently, the impact of multiple crossovers are examined in [131] using MOEA/D-DRA [185] as global search technique and experiment carried over CEC'09 test instances [187] .
In [4] , Tabu Search (TS) is used within MOEA/D framework to solve the multiobjective permutation flow shop scheduling problems. In [91] , several problem-specific operators are also investigated in MOEA/D framework [101] to tackle multiobjective mobile agent routing problems. An encoding representation and various genetic operators are designed for wireless sensor networks deployment and power assignment problems (DPAPs) in [92] . Several constraint handling techniques are also adopted in the framework of MOEA/D algorithmic structure for solving constrained Kconnected DPAP in WSNs [93] . Covariance matrix adaption evolution strategy (CMA-ES) has been injected to MOEA/D as a local search optimizers. The resultant algorithm abbreviated as MOEA/D-CMA developed in [182] for handling the CEC'09 box-constrained benchmark functions [187] .
In [82] , Ant colony optimization (ACO) is incorporated within MOEA/D framework [183] and an algorithm called MOEA/D-ACO is developed, where the effects of grouping, neighborhood, and the location information of current solutions are explicitly analyzed over multiobjective 0/1 knapsack test problems. In [190] , a generator based on multivariate Gaussian models is engaged in MOEA/D framework, where probability models samplings new trial solutions and Gaussian distribution models extracts both local and global population distribution information in robust manners. An efficient multiobjective memtic algorithm called MOMADA is recently developed in [83] by utilizing modified Pareto local search methods [113] to explore the neighborhoods of different locally optimal solutions of the subproblem. In [120] , Nelder and Meads algorithm also known as nonlinear simplex search method has employed as local search optimizer in MOEA/D framework for solving Zitzler-Deb-Thiele (ZDT) [198] and Deb-Thiele Laumanns-Zitzler (DTLZ) benchmark functions [40] .
Decomposition-based memetic algorithm with extended neighbourhood search (D-MAENS) is developed in [135] for solving multi-objective capacitated arc routing problem (MO-CARP). D-MAENS also decomposes the given MO-CARP as like MOEA/D [183] into a number of scalar subproblems by employing the weighted sum approach with a set of uniformly distributed weight vectors adjustment. A new replacement mechanism and the assignment mechanism for offspring solutions are introduced in improved D-MAENS [166] . In [160] , a decomposition based memetic algorithm is proposed and examined their performance upon multiobjective vehicle routing problem with time windows (MO-VRPTW). The suggested algorithm accommodates three types of local search methods periodically in combination with novel selection operator. In [132] , [125] , multi-objective memetic algorithm based on decomposition is developed for solving multi-objective continuous optimization problems. The proposed algorithm employs particle swarm optimization (PSO) and deferential evolution (DE) with self-adaptive manner for population evolution in their suggested enhanced MOEA/D version.
In [133] , artificial bee colony (ABC) and teaching-learningbased optimization (TLBO) are engaged within MOEA/D framework to tackle the ZDT test problems [198] and seven unconstrained MOPs of the test suite of the 2009 IEEE congress on evolutionary computation [187] . ABC [62] works on the foraging behavior of a honey bee and TLBO [148] works on the philosophy of teaching and learning process. Oppositionbased learning is a fast growing area of research developed in [172] . OBL has been incorporated in MOEA/D framework as resultant an algorithm called MOEA/D-OBL has been sprang up recently in [115] . The suggested opposition-based initial population and opposition-based learning strategy to generate an offspring population have improved the convergence ability of original MOEA/D [183] . An improved MOEA/D algorithm denoted by TMOEA/D is developed in [110] . The proposed algorithm has utilized a monotonic increasing function and transformed each individual objective function into the one as 586 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org resultant the curve shape of the non-dominant solutions of the transformed multi-objective problem get closed to the hyperplane whose intercept of coordinate axes is equal to one in the original objective function space.
In [6] , [5] , a decomposition based evolutionary algorithm is developed for solving both benchmark functions with many objectives and also real-world problems including the car side impact problem, the water resource management problem and the constrained ten-objective general aviation aircraft (GAA) design problem. Moreover, the proposed algorithm have been employed Latten hypercube sampling (LHS) mechanism for reference points generation and adaptive epsilon scheme to establish balance between convergence vs diversity dilemma.
MOEA/D with uniform decomposition measurement (MOEA/D-UDM) developed in [116] for many-objective problems (MAPs). In MOEA/D-UNM [116] , the authors have been highlighted two main issues concerned with original MOEA/D paradigm dealing with MAPs, firstly, the number of constructed weight vectors are not arbitrary and mainly distributed on the boundary of weight space; secondly, the relationship between the optimal solution of subproblem and its weight vector is nonlinear for the Tchebycheff decomposition approach. To address aforementioned issues, a novel weight vectors initialization method based on the uniform decomposition measurement and modified Tchebycheff decomposition function have introduced in the MOEA/D-UNM framework while coping with MAPs. In [105] , both dominance and decomposition concepts have been combined in order to exploit the merits of both paradigms for the purposes to maintain balance between convergence and diversity in the process of population evolution while coping with MAPs.
The concepts of bandit-based operator selection (AOS) method and fitness-rate-rank-based multiarmed bandit (FR-RMAB) are borrowed from the existing literature and have been incorporated in MOEA/D framework as consequence MOEA/D-FRRMAB is developed in [106] to handle manyobjective optimization problems. A stable matching model based on the preference articulations is employed in [108] as a resultant an algorithm called MOEA/D-STM is developed. The only difference in MOEA/D-STM and [107] are, MOEA/D-STM considers the perpendicular distance between x and the weight vector of subproblem p. However, the algorithm suggested in [107] make use of niche count of p is an additional term with perpendicular distance measurement for diversity improvement and promotion in their current population. MOEA/D-STM uses a stable matching model to find a suitable matching between subproblems and solutions.In [107] , the selection of an appropriate solution for each subproblem is based on the interrelationship between subproblems and solutions.
Hybrid MOEA is developed in [104] which maintain different selection principles and two separate co-evolving archives to hold non-dominated solutions. One archive stores solutions with competitive selection pressure and other preserves a population with a satisfied distribution in the objective space. Furthermore, to exploit guidance information towards the Pareto-optimal set (PS), a restricted mating selection mechanism is employed in this algorithm for selecting mating parents from each archive to produce an efficient offspring solutions. Recently, [130] , multiobjective algorithm based on multi-method is developed. MMTD employs two well-known algorithms, MOEA/D [183] and NSGA-II [42] , for population evolution for dealing with CEC'09 test instances [187] and ZDT test problems.
III. INDICATOR BASED EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
Hypervolume metric was first introduced by Zitzler and Thiele as an indicator or measurement function. It measures both convergence and diversity which are desirable in the context of multi-objective evolutionary optimization [197] , [193] , [195] . It measures volume dominated by non-dominated solutions in objective space and extremely suitable for assessing the dominance levels of multiple set of solutions in multiobjective evolutionary optimization. For example, consider two Pareto sets (i.e. Aand B), then the hypervolume indicator values of set A will be higher than B if A dominates B. Hypervolume is also called S metric or size of the space covered [191] or Lebesgue measure [95] , [50] . It has been used as part of the selection or archiving process of MOEAs.
In the recent few years, the indicator based evolutionary algorithms (IBEAs) have gained growing attention and much popularity due to its strong theoretical support and background [30] , [11] , [26] , [7] , [10] . They have shown high search ability in various investigations [179] , [13] , [17] . The main features of these algorithms are, they do not need any diversity maintenance mechanism because indicator functions are automatically recover the issue of diversity promotion among their population solutions [176] . The first Hypervolume indicator based EAs called "hypervolume by slicing objectives (HSO)" was developed by Eckart Zitzler in his seminal work [191] and also seminal work of J.Knowels [45] . Subsequently, various indicator based evolutionary algorithms were developed by employing various procedures as like preferences based information [34] , [25] , [171] , [8] , [9] , [196] , different local search optimizers and many others [158] . One practical drawbacks of IBEA is that it needs much time for hypervolume calculation while dealing with many objectives problems. To address the mentioned drawbacks, in the recent past several faster and enhanced of IBEAs have been developed for solving both continuous and combinatorial optimization problems [114] , [24] , [173] , [14] , [28] . The algorithms developed in [114] , [24] use objectives in place of points and as resultant they are quickly determine their solution contribution to the front. A methodology based on Monte Carlo sampling simulation has been recently introduced in [14] to estimate the ranks of their individuals induced by the hypervolume indicator for not determining the exact indicator values. In [15] , [16] , HypE: hypervolume estimation algorithm is devised for multiobjective Optimization. HypE uses the same Monte Carlo simulation method to approximate the exact hypervolume values. A fast and enhanced version of HypE is developed [18] for solving many objectives problems. In [29] , a generalized methodology for preference-directed hypervolume-based multi objective search called W-HypE is developed. W-HypE also relies on Monte Carlo sampling and thereby allows to tackle problems with an arbitrary number of objectives.
In [76] , an idea of scalarizing function-based hypervolume approximation method are introduced IBEAs framework to dealt with many objectives optimization problems. A simple and fast hypervolume indicator-based MOEA (FV-MOEA) is 587 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org proposed [79] that selects partial solutions rather than the whole solution set of solutions and quickly update the exact hypervolume contributions of different solutions. An iterative approach to indicator-based evolutionary multiobjective optimization is proposed in [69] with main feature in which only a single solution is obtained within single run. The proposed algorithm needs multiple runs for finding a set of solutions.
In [21] , an indicator based evolutionary algorithm (IBEA) are compared with well-known algorithms including a fast nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [42] and strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA-II) [192] over standard portfolio optimization problems. An algorithm called Prospect indicator based evolutionary algorithm (PIBEA) is developed in [23] for solving DTLZ MOPs [40] .The algorithmic structure of PIBEA is somewhat similar to well-known NSGA-II framework, however, it measures the potential of each individual to reproduce offspring that dominate itself and spread out in the objective space of the given MOPs. In [168] ,a directed search (DS) is incorporated as local search method within global indicator based optimization algorithms. In [89] , Newton steepest descent method [51] and Hooke &Jeeves [64] have been concurrently integrated within SMS-EMOEA [20] framework to handle ZDT test problems [198] .
An indicator-based ant colony optimization algorithm which is abbreviated as IBACO is devised [118] for solving the multi-objective knapsack problem (MOKP). IBACO engages binary quality indicators to reinforce their best solutions and not to eliminate the worst ones as exercised in the selection phase of IBEA [200] .
An indicator-based EMOA called R2-IBEA is proposed in [157] , [174] , [27] for solving both ZDT [198] and DTLZ test problems [39] . R2-IBEA eliminates dominance ranking and performs selection with the R2 indicator [59] .The R2 indicator usually requires a set of weight vectors that are uniformly distributed in the objective space. R2-IBEA is similar to MOEA/D [183] in a sense, it also habituates aggregation function like the Tchebycheff function with uniformly distributed weight vectors. R2IBEA [157] dynamically adjusts the location of the reference point according to the extent of the current generation individuals in the objective space. The key feature of R2 indicator is that it is computationally much less expensive than the hypervolume indicator. Another IBEA that avoids dominance ranking and uses a binary ϵ 2 indicator in the selection process of suggested IBEA − ϵ 2 [199] . The ϵ 2 is also called binary hypervolume indicator which is also computational cost exponentially grows deal with problems having many objective functions.
In [66] , the algorithmic behaviors of MOEAs belongs to Pareto dominance-based, decomposition based and hypervolume-based categories are experimentally analyzed upon many-objective knapsack problems. The gathered experimental results are clearly indicate the superiority of decomposition based MOEAs against Pareto dominance and indicators based EAs dealing with knapsack benchmark functions with many objectives.
IV. CONCLUSION
Pareto dominance-based EAs are main streams in the field of evolutionary computation (EC). However, their performance are greatly degraded on many objectives problems [87] , [159] , [56] , [75] . Indicator based and decomposition based EAs are promising paradigms of EC. Indicator based EAs (IBEAs) mostly use the hypervolume as the indicator function to guide their process of population evolution. Decomposition based MOEAs use aggregation approaches as fitness functions and neighbourhood relationship to structure their scalar optimization problems (SOPs). MOEA/D uses several aggregation functions (i.e., weighted sum approach, Tchebycheff approach and normal-boundary intersection method and the normalized normal constraint method) for converting the problem of approximating the PF into a number of scalar optimization problems functions. This paper provides the latest review of MOEAs that integrate the decomposition concept and indicator functions in their framework along with other efficient techniques like the incorporation of preference based information, local search optimizers, multiple search operators with self-adaptive strategies, metaheuristics, mating restriction approaches, statistical sampling techniques, Fuzzy dominance concepts to tackle issues of convergence and diversity in an efficient manner for dealing with different real-world problems and diverse and complicated MOPs test suites.
